ABSTRACT. It is proved that a Hausdorff, totally bounded Completion Axiom space is a uniform space.
Introduction.
The first uniform convergence spaces [2] [4] or [5] .) However, the extent to which these original C.A. spaces deviate from uniform spaces is still not determined. The only known result is that a C.A.
space is still not determined. The only known result is that a C.A. space has a regular topology as its induced convergence structure [6] . In this note it will be shown that a Hausdorff, totally bounded C.A. space is a uniform space.
In doing so, we will prove that Hausdorff C.A. spaces have very strong (in a sense to be made precise below) completions, with extension property, within their own category.
The reader is referred to [2] and [3] (X , / ) is a completion of (X, /) if there is a uniform homeomorphism of (X, /) onto a dense subspace of (X , / ) and (X , / ) is complete. A completion (X , / ) of (X, /) is uniformly strict if there is some 0 e / such that when V* £ 0* and y £ X*, V*iy) n X 4 0. Proof. First, if $ e/, clx* X*<I> £ I follows from the uniform regularity of (X*, /*).
Let $* £ I* and put 4>* = 0* A W* where V*(x) n X ^ 0 for all x e X*, V e W . With no loss of generality assume $, is symmetric and coarser than the diagonal filter. Define X = $, ° <I> ° <D,; we will show that $ > c'x*xX* ^> where 2 is the restriction of £ to X x X. Let C £ 2,, C = C n X x X, C* e 2*. Choose a symmetric V* £ <t»* such that V* ° V* ° V* C C*.
Let (x, y) e Vj. To show that (x, y) eclx*xX*C, it suffices, by Proposition 1, to prove that (x, y) £ f)(V* ° C ° V*: V* £ $* , V* symmetric, V*C V*).
Let V be as indicated; then V £ W so there are points z, e V (x) n X, z2 e V*(y) n X. Thus (Zj, z2) e V* ° V* ° V* C C*. Also (z y z2) e C because z., z2 £ X. Hence (x, y) £ V ° C ° V as desired. Notice that if $ £ /3 and (?) e X, A £ <D, then W?)) x 1J((?)) > $ by C.A.
so U x U C A for some (7 £ M?)). Thus whenever y e (/, (y) e A "((?)).
This shows that (X , 7~) is uniformly strict if, in fact, it is a completion.
(X~, /') is complete: Suppose fl x Q > $" for $ £ /3 and define, for T £ 12, We note that the extension property of (X", l") and the fact that a uniform space is uniformly regular implies that (X , I") is the usual completion of (X, /) whenever / is a Hausdorff uniformity. 
